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 Electroluminescence method has been used by several researchers to observe 

the behaviour of an aged polymeric material. Electroluminescence is a 

phenomenon that occurs when the atoms of a material are being excited due 

to the application of and external high electrical stresses. The changes in the 

energy level of these excitation states can be used as an indicator for the 

initiation of electrical ageing. There are several factors that affect the 

behaviour of electroluminescence emission such as, among others, applied 

voltage, applied frequency, ageing of material and types of materials and 

gases used are discussed in this paper. A mathematical approach relating 

these factors and the intensity of electroluminescence is proposed through the 

aid of Dimensional Analysis method. A close relationship is obtained 

between experimental and simulation that suggests this mathematical 

approach can be utilized as a tool to predict electrical ageing of insulation 

material. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical breakdown of polymeric insulation has become a major concern in all aspects related to 

the generation of electricity. Numerous investigations have been conducted by researchers to observe the 

behaviour and effect of polymeric electrical breakdown. Polymeric insulating materials are widely used in 

high voltage cable due to their cost-effectiveness, in addition to their excellent electrical and physical 

properties. Electrical breakdown is the result of prolong electrical degradation in polymeric material such as 

electrical treeing and partial discharges. The former and latter degradation phenomena are closely related to 

the behaviour of mobile and trapped charges in dielectric material [1-2]. To measure the energy dissipation of 

these charges, a reliable method known as electroluminescence (EL) method has been opted. EL measures 

the energy dissipation of trapped and mobile charge when subjected to high external field, where light 

emission of visible photons is released due to the interaction between both charges. Therefore, it can be said 

that EL is largely associated with the injection and recombination of charge carriers of opposite polarity into 

the bulk of the insulating material. Several studies have come into agreement [3-4] that EL measurement can 

be used as an indicator for electrical degradation in polymeric insulating material.  
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However, the characteristics of the EL emission can be affected by several factors such as applied 

voltage, applied frequency, ageing material and types of material used in a particular study. Several 

researchers [5-7] have developed a mathematical model associated with EL intensity incorporating these 

factors in order to observe the process of electrical aging in insulating material. It is to the interest of this 

study to develop a mathematical model relating the light emission data and the factors contributing to it 

through the aid of Dimensional Analysis method. Dimensional Analysis (DA) is a great mathematical tool 

that can be used to deduce information about a phenomenon e.g. EL, from the fact that the phenomenon can 

be described by a dimensionally correct equation among certain variables [8]. One major advantage of using 

DA is the reduction of the number of variables in a set of problem. Several researchers have used DA to form 

reasonable hypotheses about complex physical situations and tested them through laboratory experiments. 

DA have been used in finding effective implementation of line and station insulation coordination in 

contaminated conditions [9], predicting polymer tube life for solar hot water systems [10], scaling and 

instrumented indentation measurements [11] and more. In this study, some strong factors affecting the 

emission of EL will be considered. The results are modelled using DA mathematical outcome and they are 

compared with the experimental results. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 

2.1.  The electroluminescence measurement 

The experimental setup for EL measurement has been explained in details elsewhere [12]. The EL 

measurement was collected from an additive-free virgin low density polyethylene (LDPE) of 100 ± 5µm, 

60mm x 60mm squares with 35mm diameter of semi-transparent gold layer coated on both sides of the 

sample. For EL measurement, the uniform field configuration is shown in Figure 1. The detection system 

utilizes a Peltier cooled electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera and is connected to 

high voltage amplifier and function generator. Phase-resolved measurements involve 100 sets of 1000, 

2.168ms exposures, synchronized with the applied field using the zero crossing point trigger. Two 

experiments are conducted to observe the voltage dependence and frequency dependence of EL intensity.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Experimental setup for EL measurement on LDPE samples  

 

 

2.2.  The electroluminescence model 
 The EL phenomenon is largely associated with the rate of charge injection and recombination of 

positive and negative charge carriers within the polymeric material and it can be affected by several factors 

such as applied voltage, applied angular frequency, types of material, ageing temperature and recombination 

rate of charges. In this present paper, the effect of these factors on EL emission is investigated. The results of 

the EL simulations are validated by regression analysis using Minitab software by obtaining the R
2
 value. A 

high value of R2 indicates that a model has a good fit. The relationship between these variables can be 

written as:  

 

EL = Φ (V, T, Reh, εoεr, ω, X)     (1) 
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where EL is the electroluminescence intensity, V is the applied voltage, T is the aging temperature of 

material, Reh is the recombination rate of charges, εoεr is the permittivity of the sample, ω is the applied 

angular frequency, X is the thickness of the sample. In order to represent these variables on dimensional 

matrix, the physical units of the parameters used are indicated in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Parameter and its physical units 
Parameters Physical Units 

EL T-2A-1 

V L2M1T-3A-1 

T L2M1T-2 

Reh L-3 

εoεr L-3M-1T4A2 

ω T-1 

X L1 

 

 

The dimensional matrix of the above variables can be written as: 

 

 
 k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 

 EL V T Reh εoεr ω X 

L 0 2 2 -3 -3 0 1 

M 0 1 1 0 -1 0 0 

T -2 -3 -2 0 4 -1 0 

A -1 -1 0 0 2 0 0 

 

 

where k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6, and k7 are the exponents of variables EL, V, T, Reh, εoεr, ω and X respectively. The 

rank of the dimensional matrix is 4 (≠ 0) hence the dimensionless product of the whole set is 3 (number of 

variables minus rank). The homogeneous linear algebraic equations corresponding to the respective 

exponents can be written as: 

 

2k2 + 2k3 - 3k4 - 3k5 + k7 = 0      (2) 

k2 + k3 - k5 = 0            (3) 

-2k1 - 3k2 - 2k3 + 4k5 - k6 = 0        (4) 

-k1 - k2 + 2k5 = 0              (5) 

 

 

The expression for k4, k5, k6 and k7 in terms of k1, k2, and k3 can be derived from  Equations (2)-(5) 

by using simultaneous equation technique resulted in 4 unknowns with 3 equations. To solve this, one of the 

exponents is assigned as constant n, in this case k7, hence resulted in: 

 

k4 =          (6) 

 

k5 = k2 + k3              (7) 

k6 = -2k1 + k2 + 2k3        (8) 

k7 = n          (9) 

 

The value of n will be determined by experiments. Since there are three sets of dimensionless 

products; π1, π2 and π3, the solutions can be arranged in the matrix form as below; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33
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1
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 k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 

 EL V T Reh εoεr ω X 

π1 1 0 0 
3

n  0 -2 n 

π2 0 1 0 
33

1 n
+−  1 1 n 

π3 0 0 1 
33

1 n
+−  1 2 n 

 

 

From the matrix form, we can deduce that: 

 

                                    

n

n

eh XREL
23

1
−= ωπ       (10) 

n

n

eh XRV ωεπ 33

1

2

+−

=       (11) 

n

n

eh XRT
233

1

3 ωεπ
+−

=       (12) 

 

 

By dimensional analysis, 

 

),( 32
321
αα ππφπ =       (13) 

 

 

where α2 and α3 will be determined experimentally. This means that the function for each dimensionless 

product is unknown and any function can be performed on them. For identifying the effect of varying applied 

electrical stress and frequency on virgin LDPE sample, we applied the Buckingham's π-theorem and taking 

into consideration the general relationship between light intensity and applied voltage, we deduced that α2 = 2 

and α3 = 0. This resulted in: 

 

π1 = (π2)
2
        (14) 

n

n

ehc

n

n

eh
n

n

eh

XRVDEL

XVRXREL

4233

2

2

2

33

1

23

ωε

ωεω

+−

+−
−

=
















=     (15) 

 

where Dc is a dimensionless constant depending on the experiment conducted. The product of π3 is ignored in 

this equation as virgin samples are not affected by temperature. The recombination rate is calculated using 

equation (4) in [6]. From equation (15), the effects of applied voltage, recombination rate, permittivity of 

material, angular frequency and thickness of sample on EL intensity can be deduced. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

3.1.  Voltage Dependency of EL Intensity 

The main goal of the modelling is to reproduce the experimental EL phenomena for better 

understanding of the behaviour of EL phenomena. From Equation 15, the effect of applied voltage and 

applied frequency on EL intensity can be deduced. This model uses a virgin LDPE material with a thickness 

of 100 µm under a constant frequency of 50 Hz with varying field from 3kVp to 8kVp. Set of parameters 

used in this model is defined in Table 2. The values for the constant parameters are chosen such that it can 

produce a good correlation between experimental and modelling data. The data to be compared is the average 

EL intensity produced by the sample.  
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Table 2. Set of parameters and its value 
Parameters Physical Units 

Dc1 1x10
-12

 

Dc2 7x10
12

 

V 3kVp – 8kVp 

n1 = n2 2.5 

Reh Assume 0 at 0kVp 

εoεr 1.992x10
-11

F/m (εr= 2.3) 

ω 100π (f = 50Hz) 

X 100µm 

 

 

Figure 2(a) shows the model simulation of EL emission. The EL intensity increases as applied 

voltage increases. This is expected due to the increase of charge injection at the metal-polymer interface as 

applied voltage increases, thus increase the recombination rate of charge carriers within the material. It can 

be seen that the variance of EL intensity is larger at higher applied field. The value of n also plays an 

important role. Higher n-value produces lower EL intensity. Figure 2(b) compares the simulation data of EL 

intensity due to varying electric field for virgin LDPE with that of the experimental data. Comparison is 

made in terms of the changes in EL intensity at varying electric field. The model is reasonably in good 

agreement with experimental data as depicted in Figure 2(b). There is slight variation in the simulation from 

3kVp to 8kVp. Slightly bigger differences can be observed at 8kVp. The experimental data is trending 

towards exponential-like behaviour which explains the high EL intensity at higher applied voltage. The R
2
 

value in Figure 3(a) shows a very high value of 99.8% which means the model is found to fit the measured 

data very well. This is also supported with the spread of the data that is normally distributed as depicted in 

Figure 3(b). 

 

      
(a)       (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Simulation of EL measurement with varying electrical field, and (b) comparison 

between simulation and experimental data for virgin LDPE with 10% standard error 

 
 (a)       (b) 

Figure 3: (a) Best fitted line plot, and (b) normal probability plot of virgin LDPE 
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3.2.  Frequency Dependency of EL Intensity 

 In modelling the frequency variation, Equation 15 is opted as well. The same procedure is used in 

calculating Reh but with a new set of parameters as in Table 3. In this experiment, samples are subjected to 

varying field of 3kVp to 6kVp at 20 Hz, 50Hz and 80Hz.  

 

 

Table 3. Set of parameters and its value 
Parameters Physical Units 

Dc1 1x10
-12

 

Dc2 3x10
14

 

V 3kVp – 6kVp 

n1 = n2 2.5-2.6 

Reh Assume 0 at 0kVp 

εoεr 1.992x10
-11

F/m (εr= 2.3) 

ω 2πf (f = 20Hz, 50Hz, 80Hz) 

X 100µm 

 

 

Fig. 4(a) shows the model simulation of EL emission with varying electrical field at applied 

frequency of 20Hz, 50Hz and 80Hz. The values of n used in this model are 2.5, 2.57 and 2.59 for 20Hz, 50Hz 

and 80Hz respectively. The value of n is higher for higher applied frequency. The EL intensity is also higher 

at higher frequency level. Since injection and recombination takes place at the first quadrant of the positive 

and negative half cycle, charges have lesser time to transport deeper into the material at higher frequency due 

to the half cycles stay above the threshold level of EL emission for a shorter time. This resulted in increasing 

number of injected and trapped charges at the metal-polymer interface and increases the chances of charge 

recombination, thus higher EL intensity. Figure 4(b) compares the simulation data of EL intensity due to 

varying electric field at applied frequency of 20Hz, 50Hz and 80Hz for virgin LDPE with that of the 

experimental data. The simulated data are scaled to fit the experimental data for comparison purposes using 

the parameters value as tabulated in Table 3. Comparison is made in terms of the changes in EL intensity at 

varying electric field. The model is in good agreement with the experimental data for all applied frequencies 

as depicted in Figure 4(b) with very slight variation. As applied voltage increases to 6kVp, the variations are 

observed getting larger. Nonetheless, the model exhibits an exponential-like behaviour especially at high 

frequency level. If the value of the EL intensity is not taken into consideration, the model displays similar 

behaviour and in good agreement with the experimental data. The R
2 

value in Figure 5 shows a very high 

value of 92.7% at 20Hz, 99.9% at 50Hz and 100% at 80Hz. This means the model is found to fit the 

measured data very well especially at higher frequency. This is also supported with the spread of the data that 

is normally distributed for all measured applied frequency as depicted in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
(a)       (b) 

Figure 4: (a) Simulation of EL measurement at varying frequencies, and (b) comparison between 

simulation and experimental data for virgin LDPE with 10% standard error 
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(a)       (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5 : Fitted line plot of simulated versus measured EL intensity at: (a) 20Hz, (b) 50Hz and (c) 80Hz. 

 

 

 
  (a)      (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6 : Normal probability plot of simulated versus measured EL intensity at: (a) 20Hz, (b) 50Hz 

and (c) 80Hz 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented the development of a mathematical model using DA method to reproduce 

the experimental EL phenomenon in virgin LDPE in order to observe the factors that have an impact on the 

EL emission. The model shows a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data for both voltage 

dependency and frequency dependency for virgin samples. In both cases, the model exhibit quadratic and 

exponential-like behaviour that correlates to the experimental data with very slight variation. Some major 

differences that can be detected in all simulations are the value of Dc2 and n2 that need to be changed when 

applying varying frequency on virgin samples. However, the n-value for virgin sample is still within 2.5-2.6 

and the change in Dc2 value is necessary to produce a good correlation between experimental and modelling 

data. In this paper we have provide statistical evidence using Minitab to conclude that the model is 

sufficiently accurate for specific conditions with high R
2
 value but can also be used in various cases by using 

different parameters values. This is sufficiently useful for researchers as a reference in carrying out real 

experiments at high fields or high frequency that would have been costly to conduct without the model. 

Although the model described here is empirical at this stage, the information yielded from this model is 

valuable for future predictions. This model shows that DA is a powerful mathematical tool that helps to 

further understand the physical processes controlling the EL emission phenomenon. This study believes that 

the same procedures are also necessary for simulating aged samples at different ageing temperature and 

ageing durations that could be useful to predict the electrical breakdown in aged samples. 
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